EQ Acoustics Spectrum Studio
Fitting Instructions
Please read these instructions thoroughly prior to installing your Spectrum Studio acoustic treatment.

Magic Tape Strips

Support Brackets

Cloud Tile Fixings

Number of Fixings Included (Per Product)
Spectrum Product

Product Size (mm)

Magic Tape Strips

Cloud Tile Fixings

Support Brackets

Tile 25 / 50

575 x 575 x 25 / 50

2

-

-

Tile 50L

1150 x 575 x 50

4

-

-

Cloud Tile 25L

1150 x 575 x 25

4

4

-

Cloud Tile 25XL

1500 x 575 x 25

8

6

-

Corner Bass Trap

575 x 575 x 100

4

-

2

Corner Bass Trap L

1150 x 575 x 100

6

-

2

Bass Trap 50L

1150 x 575 x 50

4

4

-

For best adhesion to your wall allow the Magic Tape strips to acclimatise to room conditions before use.
1. Gently place the grip side of the tape onto the exposed fabric border on the back of the tile or trap.
2. Remove the backing film (smooth side) from the tape. Place tile or trap in a pre-determined position and apply gentle
pressure to ensure the tape sticks to the wall.
3. Gently pull the tile or trap directly towards you, not up or down, leaving the tape on the wall.
4. Apply firm pressure to the tape on the wall. Leave for a minimum of 30 minutes for adhesive to cure before attaching
your treatments.
When installing Corner Bass Traps please
use the Support Brackets in addition to the
Magic Tape.

Magic Tape
Strips on Wall

Care should be taken not to detach the
fabric from the rear of the tile or trap
when removing or re-positioning.
Always pull the tile towards you rather
than up or down.

Support
Brackets
Magic Tape Strips on a Tile 25

Strips and Brackets on a Corner Bass Trap

Adhesion to all surfaces cannot be guaranteed. In certain cases additional adhesives / fixings may be required.

When installing Spectrum Studio Ceiling Clouds screw the hooks into the tile as
shown in the diagram. If your product has additional paper backing please screw
through this. The included Screw Eyes can be used to hang the tiles from a number
of ceiling types using the appropriate wall plugs (not supplied).
Cloud Tile Fixings with Screw Eyes
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